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ABSTRACT

One of the crucial windows for distinguishing astrophysical black holes from primordial
black holes is through the redshift evolution of their respective merger rates. The low
redshift population of black holes of astrophysical origin is expected to follow the
star formation rate. The corresponding peak in their merger rate peaks at a redshift
smaller than that of the star formation rate peak (zp ≈ 2), depending on the time
delay between the formation and mergers of black holes. Black holes of primordial
origin are going to be present before the formation of the stars, and the merger rate of
these sources at high redshift is going to be large. We propose a joint estimation of a
hybrid merger rate from the stochastic gravitational wave background, which can use
the cosmic history of merger rates to distinguish between the two populations of black
holes. Using the latest bounds on the amplitude of the stochastic gravitational wave
background amplitude from the third observation run of LIGO/Virgo, we obtain weak
constraints at 68% C.L. on the primordial black hole merger rate index 2.56+1.64
−1.76 and
astrophysical black hole time delay 6.7+4.22
Gyr.
We
should
be
able
to
distinguish
−4.74
between the different populations of black holes with the forthcoming O5 and A+
detector sensitivities.
Key words: gravitational waves, black hole mergers, cosmology: miscellaneous
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INTRODUCTION

How are black holes forming in the Universe? There are
two channels to form black holes, namely the astrophysical channel from the deaths of stars and the formation of
black holes in the early Universe from primordial fluctuations (Zel’dovich & Novikov 1967; Hawking 1971; Carr 1975;
Khlopov & Polnarev 1980; Khlopov et al. 1985; Carr 2005;
Sasaki et al. 2018). The discovery of primordial black holes
(PBHs) would change our fundamental understanding of the
Universe and address one of the long-standing questions in
the standard model cosmology about the nature of dark
matter (Bird et al. 2016; Carr et al. 2016). Even though
PBHs are not candidates for the bulk of the dark matter, at
least in the solar mass range, there remains an interesting
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question about whether a population of PBHs exists in the
Universe that contributes to the observed gravitational wave
events. One of the primary challenges is to decide whether
one may be able to distinguish between astrophysical black
holes (ABHs) forming from stellar deaths and PBHs arising
from an early universe origin.
The discovery of gravitational waves (Abbott et al.
2016b,d) has opened a new window for detection of PBHs by
exploring the properties of the GW merger rates and associated source populations, such as the masses of individual
sources and the spins of the GW sources (Bird et al. 2016;
Clesse & Garcı́a-Bellido 2017; Sasaki et al. 2016; Gow et al.
2020; Jedamzik 2020, 2021; De Luca et al. 2020b). Several
recent studies have considered the properties of the mass
distributions of GW sources from individual events in order
to distinguish between ABHs and PBHs (Hall et al. 2020;
Wong et al. 2021; De Luca et al. 2021; Hütsi et al. 2021;
Franciolini et al. 2021). However such studies are vulnerable
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to freedom in higher generation merging models that enable
the upper mass gap, a powerful indicator of first-generation
ABHs, to be bridged (Rodriguez et al. 2019; Kimball et al.
2020; Hamers et al. 2021).
Perhaps the ultimate signature that can potentially distinguish between different formation channels of black holes
is through the evolution of the merger rate with redshift
(Raidal et al. 2017, 2019; Vaskonen & Veermäe 2020; Atal
et al. 2020; De Luca et al. 2020a). GW sources produced
from the deaths of stars form after the formation of the
first stars, whereas PBHs exist in large numbers at a very
high redshift before any stars formed. This is one of the key
differences that can be used to distinguish between a population of ABHs and PBHs. For the ABHs, even though one
would expect the merger rate of black holes to be related
to the star formation rate of the Universe, one of the major sources of uncertainty in the merger rate is due to the
time delay between the formation and merger of GW sources
(Dominik et al. 2012; Dominik et al. 2015; Lamberts et al.
2016; Dvorkin et al. 2016; Eldridge et al. 2019; Vitale et al.
2019; Safarzadeh et al. 2020; Santoliquido et al. 2021). For
f
GW sources with small-time delays (tef
< 100 Myr), the
d
peak of the mergers of GW sources is around the peak of
the star formation rate (z ≈ 2), whereas for the scenarios with larger time delays, the peak of the merger of the
ABHs can be shifted towards lower redshifts. However for
PBHs, the merger rate is always an increasing function of
redshift. The number of mergers at high redshift for GW
sources of primordial origin is always going to surpass the
ABH merger rate (Ali-Haı̈moud et al. 2017; Raidal et al.
2017, 2019; Vaskonen & Veermäe 2020; Atal et al. 2020;
De Luca et al. 2020a). The formation of PBHs can also give
additional sources of stochastic GW background (Kohri &
Terada 2018; Espinosa et al. 2018; Wang et al. 2019).
This distinction may be largely academic since GW
sources at high redshifts cannot be detected as individual events (apart from rare lensed events (Nakamura 1998;
Wang et al. 1996; Dai et al. 2017; Broadhurst et al. 2018,
2019; Oguri 2019; Mukherjee et al. 2021)). However the high
merger rate of the GW sources at high redshift leads to a
stochastic gravitational wave background due to the contribution from unresolved sources (Allen 1996; Phinney 2001;
Regimbau & Chauvineau 2007; Wu et al. 2012; Romano &
Cornish 2017; Abbott et al. 2016c, 2018b, 2019, 2021). We
show that PBH mergers contribute to a potentially detectable
stochastic GW background signal (Wang et al. 2018; Mandic
et al. 2016).
Measurement of the stochastic GW background (even
in the absence of a detection) can probe the high redshift
merger rate and its evolution with redshift (Mukherjee &
Silk 2019; Boco et al. 2019; Callister et al. 2020). Using data
from the third observational run, LIGO/Virgo has estimated
the stochastic GW background power spectrum (Abbott
et al. 2021). Though the measurement has not detected the
stochastic GW background, it has provided an upper bound
on the stochastic GW background power spectrum(Abbott
et al. 2021).
Here we construct a hybrid merger rate model of ABHs
and PBHs, by taking into account the time delay between
formation and mergers of the astrophysical sources and
incorporating a general redshift dependence of the PBH
merger rate. Our hybrid model is driven by the use of the

Madau-Dickinson star formation rate history (SFR) to derive the ABH merger rate and a power-law model for the
PBH merger rate. The free parameters of this model are the
time delay parameter, the local merger rate, the index of
the power-law model of PBH merger rate, the characteristic
mass-scale of PBHs, and the fraction of PBHs over ABHs.
This five-parameter model makes it possible to perform a
relatively fast MCMC search of GW sources to jointly probe
the parameter space of ABHs and PBHs. In this paper, we
show the current constraints on the parameters of this hybrid model of the merger rate from the LIGO/Virgo third
observing run of the stochastic GW background (Abbott
et al. 2021) and also using the bounds on the local merger
rate from the individual events of the first half of the third
observation run of O3a (Abbott et al. 2020a,b). We also provide forecasts for the O5 observation run of the LIGO/Virgo
detectors in its design sensitivity (Aasi et al. 2015; Acernese
et al. 2015) and for the enhanced A+ sensitivity(Abbott
et al. 2018a; Barsotti et al. 2020). We do not consider the
possible contributions from population-II/population-III astrophysical sources at high redshift, as there is no detection
of the stochastic GW background from O3 observations. The
method proposed here can easily be extended to include the
contribution from such sources (Inayoshi et al. 2021).

2

HYBRID MODEL OF THE MERGER RATE
FOR ABHS AND PBHS

We consider a parametric hybrid model of GW merger rates
as a function of redshift to search for ABHs and PBHs.
The model is composed of these two components with corresponding probability distributions of masses PABH (mi ) and
PP BH (mi ) written as

RGW (zm , m1 , m2 ) =N PABH (m1 )PABH (m2 )RABH (zm , m2 , m2 )

+ PP BH (m1 )PP BH (m2 )RP BH (z, m1 , m2 ) ,
(1)
where N is the normalization factor such that the local
merger rate integrated over the mass distribution agrees
with the value inferred from the individual detected events.
RABH (zm , M ) is the merger rate for the ABHs that are
expected to follow the cosmic star formation rate history.
For the low redshift universe, we assume that the MadauDickinson fitting form (Madau & Dickinson 2014) is a proxy
for the star formation rate history. We write the model of
the ABHs as
Z ∞
dtf
RABH (zm , m1 , m2 ) =
dz
RABH (0, m1 , m2 )
dz
zm
f
× P (tef
d , m1 , m2 )RSF R (z),
(2)

where RSF R (z) is the star-formation rate motivated by the
Madau-Dickinson relation (Madau & Dickinson 2014)
RSF R (z) ∝

(1 + z)2.7
1 + ( (1+z))
)5.6
2.9

.

(3)

In Eq. 2, the time-delay distribution between the formation
f
and mergers of the ABHs is denoted by P (tef
d , M ), where
MNRAS 000, 1–10 (2021)
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tering ξP BH >> 1 is very large, then the local merger rate
can be exponentially suppressed, even if the fraction of PBH
in dark matter fP BH = 1. We can express the local merger
rate for the extremely clustered scenario as
4
RP BH (z = 0) ∝ ξP0.7BH fP1.7
BH exp (−(ξP BH fP BH /10 )),

for ξP BH fP BH > 103 .

Figure 1. Hybrid model merger rates with a minimum time-delay
f
value tef
= 100 Myr and for different power-law indices α of the
d
redshift dependence of the PBH populations and values of the
fractional PBH abundance with respect to the ABH abundance
fP BH/ABH .

f
tef
denotes the time-delay between formation and mergers.
d
The redshift evolution of the ABH merger rate denoted in
Eq. (2) is solely decided by the time-delay model. Depending on the probability distribution of the time delay, the
peak of the merger rate, the slope of the merger rate at low
redshift, and the slope of the merger rate at high redshift
are specified. The only degree of freedom in this model is
considered to be the adopted time-delay distribution. Currently, we have very little idea of the value of the time-delay
parameter. Stellar population synthesis models suggest that
the mergers of the different kinds of GW sources can be delayed by as much as a few hundreds of Myr up to about
the age of the Universe (Dominik et al. 2012; Dominik et al.
2015; Lamberts et al. 2016; Eldridge et al. 2019; Santoliquido et al. 2021).
The second term in Eq. (1) captures the redshift evolution of the PBHs. The merger rate of PBHs can be modeled
depending on whether the binaries are dominated by Poisson statistics or whether there is clustering. In the presence
of strong clustering, the current merger rate is exponentially
decreased, even for a large fraction of PBHs as dark matter.
The redshift evolution of the merger rate is one of the key
signatures for distinguishing between the clustered and Poissonian scenarios. The general behavior of the PBH merger
rate is that there is an increase in the merger rate with increasing redshift, and so we model the PBH merger rate as

RP BH (z) = RP BH (0, m1 , m2 )(1 + z)α ,

(4)

where α is a positive index in the power-law model and
RP BH (0, m1 , m2 ) denotes the local merger rate of the GW
sources of primordial origin. We consider α as a free parameter to search for PBHs in a model-independent way from the
stochastic GW background. However, for most of the known
scenarios of black formation, the value of α ∼ 1.3 for the
Poisson distribution (Raidal et al. 2017; Sasaki et al. 2018;
Raidal et al. 2019). For the forecast studies in the latter part
of the paper, we consider the fiducial value of α = 1.3. The
merger rate of the GW sources is degenerate between the
clustering signal and the PBH fraction (Raidal et al. 2017,
2019; Young & Byrnes 2020; Vaskonen & Veermäe 2020;
Atal et al. 2020; De Luca et al. 2020a). If the spatial clusMNRAS 000, 1–10 (2021)

(5)

As a result, the relatively low observed merger rate of
GW sources does not necessarily imply that fP BH < 10−2
(Raidal et al. 2017; Vaskonen & Veermäe 2020; Atal et al.
2020). However, the merger rate at high redshift is going
to be large (Raidal et al. 2017; Atal et al. 2020) making
it a key signature of PBH as dark matter. The exact dependence depends on the model for generating the PBHs
(Raidal et al. 2017; Vaskonen & Veermäe 2020; Atal et al.
2020). For the Poisson distribution of PBHs (without clustering), the merger rate of the PBHs can be written as
(Raidal et al. 2019; Clesse & Garcia-Bellido 2020)

−32/37
RP BH (z = 0)
M
53/37 −34/37
6
,
−3
−1 = 1.6 × 10 fsup fPBH η
M
Gpc yr
(6)
where η ≡ m1 m2 /(m1 + m2 )2 is the symmetric mass ratio,
M = m1 + m2 is the total mass of the binaries, and fsup is
the suppression factor which depends on the effect from the
surrounding matter distribution and also on the effects from
other PBHs. One can explore both clustering and Poisson
scenarios to explore the PBH population by using the evolution of the merger rate and its dependence on the population
of black holes.
The form of the PBH merger rate as a function of redshift is fairly model-independent and can probe different
populations of PBH sources. The form differs from the ABH
source population, governed by the Madau-Dickinson SFR.
A simple power-law model with two free parameters, namely
the power-law index α and the fraction of PBHs over ABHs,
defined as
R
dm1 dm2 PP BH (m1 )PP BH (m2 )RP BH (0, m1 , m2 )
,
fP BH/ABH ≡ R
dm1 dm2 PABH (m1 )PABH (m2 )RABH (0, m1 , m2 )
(7)
can cover a broad range of PBH generation scenarios (Raidal
et al. 2017, 2019; Vaskonen & Veermäe 2020; Atal et al.
2020; De Luca et al. 2020a). We will see that any positive
value of the power-law index α and ratio fP BH/ABH can rule
out the contribution of PBHs as dark matter candidates for
the mass ranges accessible from the LIGO/Virgo detector
network. The power-law functional form given in Eq. (7) is
also capable of capturing models beyond the PBH scenario
such as the contribution from population-II/population-III
sources below redshift z = 6 (Inayoshi et al. 2021). In future work, we will apply this technique to the populationII/population-III sources to distinguish these sources from
the low-redshift ABHs and the PBH population.
With these two components, the hybrid model, including both ABH and PBH parts, captures both the low redshift GW sources from the stellar origin, which has a bump
at a redshift zp depending on the value of time-delay, and
also a monotonically increasing function which captures the
redshift evolution of the PBH merger rate.
We show in Fig. 1 a few examples of the hybrid merger
f −1
rate for a power-law distribution of the time-delays (tef
d )
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with a minimum value of the time-delay parameter of 10
Myr. The PBH component is shown for fP BH/ABH = 1 (by
dotted lines) and fP BH/ABH = 0.1 (solid lines). The value of
the local merger rate is taken to be R0GW = 30 Gpc−3 yr−1 .
The bump around redshift z ∼ 2, due to the peak in the star
formation rate, is evident for values of α < 1.28. The powerlaw index of the PBH merger rate and the fraction of PBH
over ABH fP BH/ABH determines the relative strengths of
the ABH and PBH contributions if the local merger rate is
fixed. So, for any large values of the parameter α > 1.28,
and higher values of fP BH/ABH , the bump due to the SFR
gets obscured, whereas when the value of α and fP BH/ABH
is small, the SFR bump is more prominent. The bump moves
towards a lower value of redshift if the time delay is large.
The models shown here are for different values of α, but
different scenarios of PBH formation are described by the
same merger rate. Larger values of α, with the local merger
rate in agreement with the LIGO/Virgo GWTC-2 (Abbott
et al. 2020a,b), mimic the cases where the PBHs have large
spatial clustering and the fraction of PBH as dark matter
is close to unity (Atal et al. 2020). Similarly the cases with
small values of α denote captures models with less spatial
clustering and fraction of PBH in dark matter less than 0.1
(Sasaki et al. 2016; Raidal et al. 2017, 2019; Young & Byrnes
2020; Atal et al. 2020; De Luca et al. 2020b).

3

Mergers of the GW sources at high redshift contribute to the
stochastic GW background which can be written as (Allen
1996; Phinney 2001)

ΩGW (f ) =

f
ρc c 2

cosmology

astrophysics

z}|{
dV
dz

z
}|
{
RGW (z, m1 , m2 )
(1 + z)

Z
dθ

dz

GW source

z
×

}|
{
1 + z dEGW (θ)
4πcd2L
dfr

,

where dL is the luminosity distance, θ denotes the source
properties such as masses of the binary black holes, their
spins, inclination angle, and dEdfGW
(θ) is the energy emission
r
per frequency bin in the source frame, written in terms of the
source properties and chirp masses Mc of the gravitational
wave sources as
5/3

G(fr ).

(9)

Here G(fr ) captures the frequency dependence during the
inspiral, merger, and ringdown phases of the gravitational
wave signal (Ajith et al. 2008)

−1/3

for fr < fmerg ,
f r


 fr2/3
for fmerg 6 fr < fring ,
G(fr ) = fmerg

2


fr
1


for fring 6 fr < fcut ,
f
−f
4/3

r
ring
fmerg fring

1+(

fw /2

)2

(10)
3

2

a2 (×10−2 )

a3 (×10−2 )

fmerg
fring
fcut
fw

2.9740
5.9411
8.4845
5.0801

4.4810
8.9794
12.848
7.7515

9.5560
19.111
27.299
2.2369

η = m1 m2 /M 2 . A GW binary will be emitting gravitational
waves in the inspiral part up to frequency fmerg , followed by
the ringdown part up to frequency fring , and will stop emitting a gravitational wave signal after fcut . fw denotes the
width of the Lorentzian function. The values of the parameters a1 , a2 , and a3 are given in table 1 (Ajith et al. 2008).
In this analysis, we have ignored the ffect spin of the GW
sources which does not make a significant difference in the
GW spectrum at low frequencies Zhu et al. (2011).
We consider two different scenarios for the probability
distribution of the black hole masses. For the ABHs, we consider the mass distribution of individual sources to be powerlaw with m−2.3
for the heavier mass and flat in log-space for
i
the lighter mass, following the previous stochastic analysis by the LIGO/Virgo collaboration (Abbott et al. 2019).
One can also consider other mass distributions for estimating the stochastic background. We will show later, that the
bounds obtained from the current data are not susceptible
to changes in the mass distribution. For the PBH case, we
consider two different mass distributions, (i) power-law profile as for the ABH case, (ii) a log-normal mass distribution
with a characteristic mass-scale Mc and standard deviation
σ as


− log2 (m/Mc )
1
PP BH (m) = √
,
(11)
exp
2σ 2
2πσm

fr =(1+z)f

(8)

dEGW (θ)
(Gπ)2/3 Mc
=
dfr
3

a1 (×10−1 )

Table 1. We show the values of the parameters required to obtain the frequency fmerg , fring , fcut , and fw denoted by the
functional form Xi = c3 (a1 η 2 + a2 η + a3 )/πGM . The table is
from (Ajith et al. 2008).

CONSTRAINTS USING THE STOCHASTIC
GW BACKGROUND FROM O3

Z

Xi

where fx = c (a1 η + a2 η + a3 )/πGM written in terms
of total mass M = m1 + m2 and symmetric mass ratio

which is motivated by the small-scale density fluctuations
(Dolgov & Silk 1993; Carr et al. 2017). We consider two different values of the characteristic mass-scale Mc : 30M and
1M , and the corresponding value of the parameter σ as 0.5.
We show in Fig. 2 the power spectrum of the stochastic GW
background for different values of the time-delay parameter
f
f
f
for ABHs (tef
= 100 Myr, tef
= 1 Gyr, tef
= 10 Gyr), and
d
d
d
also for PBHs with characteristic mass (Mc = 30 M and
Mc = 1 M ) and power-law index (α = 1.28, 0.5). The amplitude and shape of the stochastic GW background power
spectrum varies with the changes in the model parameters.
This leads to a distinguishable signature which can be exploited to help identify ABH and PBH sources. We also
show the detector noise curve for the O5 observation run of
LIGO/Virgo (Aasi et al. 2015; Acernese et al. 2015) and for
A+ sensitivity (Abbott et al. 2018a; Barsotti et al. 2020) in
Fig. 2.
We have set up a Bayesian framework (using the Bayes
theorem (Price 1763)) to estimate the parameters of the hybrid merger rate. Using the Bayes theorem, we can estimate
the posterior of the power-law index α, time-delay paramf
GW
eter tef
, and characteristic mass
d , local merger-rate R0
MNRAS 000, 1–10 (2021)
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Figure 2. We show the stochastic GW background ΩGW (f ) as a function of frequency f for ABH sources (dotted line) for different
f
values of the time-delay between formation tef
d , and PBHs for different values of the power-law merger index α and characteristic mass
Mc . The power-law integrated noise curves for O5 and A+ are shown in light-grey and dark-grey solid lines respectively.

scale Mc as
~ Ω̂GW )
P(θ|

GW
ef f
~
),
∝L(Ω̂GW |θ)Π(α)Π(t
d )Π(R0

(12)

f
GW
where Π(α), Π(tef
) denote the priors on the
d ), and Π(R0
ef
f
GW
~ denotes the
parameters θ~ ≡ {α, td , R0 } and L(Ω̂GW |θ)
likelihood, taken as Gaussian
2

GW
GW
−
Ω̂
(f
)
−
Ω
(f
)
IJ
X
(13)
~
,
log L(Ω̂GW
IJ (f )|θ) ∝
2ΣIJ (f )
IJ,f

where ΩGW (f ) is the model of the stochastic GW
background signal which depends on the parameters
f
GW
α, tef
. The measured cross-correlation signal
d , and R0
GW
Ω̂IJ (f ) = 20π 2 f 3 Re[dI (f )∗ dJ (f )]/3H02 T γIJ (f ) between
the data dI,J (f ) from the detectors I and J in the Fourier
domain. In this expression, γIJ (f ) denotes the overlap reduction function , T denotes the observation time duration,
and H0 denotes the Hubble constant. The corresponding
variance can be written in terms of the one-sided noise power
spectrum of the detectors PI,J and frequency resolution ∆f
2
as ΣIJ (f ) = 50π 4 f 6 PI (f )PJ (f )/9H04 T ∆f γIJ
(f ).
For the analysis of the third observation run of the
LIGO/Virgo (Abbott et al. 2021), we have taken flat priors1 : on the α parameter from U[0, 10], and on the timef
delay parameter tef
from U[0.01, 13] Gyr. We have taken
d
a flat prior on the local merger rate parameter as U[15, 38]
Gpc−3 yr−1 according to GWTC-2 for GW compact objects
1

U [a, b] denotes uniform distribution for the values in the range
a and b.
MNRAS 000, 1–10 (2021)

with masses heavier than 5 M (Abbott et al. 2020a,b), and
for masses below 5 M , we have taken a flat prior on the
local merger rate as U[15, 710] Gpc−3 yr−1 . The contributions to the local merger rate can arise from both ABHs
and PBHs, and we adopt an agnostic view with no assumptions about the separate populations. We consider that the
joint contribution of the local merger rate agrees with the
merger rate inferred from GWTC-2 (Abbott et al. 2020a,b).
In this analysis, we consider three different models of the
mass distribution, (i) log-normal distribution of the model
of the PBH masses for a fixed value of the characteristic
mass Mc = 30 M , (ii) log-normal distribution of the model
of the PBH masses for a fixed value of the characteristic
mass Mc = 1 M , and (iii) power-law mass distribution as
for the ABH distribution with a mass range of [5, 50]M .
Though this mass cutoff at the PISN mass-scale is not motivated for any PBH mass distribution (and only possible
for ABHs), we consider this to show whether the current
stochastic GW observation from O3 is able to distinguish
anything between the log-normal mass distribution and astrophysical mass-distribution of black holes. For all three
cases, we have considered the probability distribution of the
ABH masses as power-law.
By using the data of stochastic GW background from
O3 (Abbott et al. 2021) and the bounds on the local merger
rate from the O3a observation (Abbott et al. 2020a,b), we
obtain constraints on the log-normal model of the PBH
mass distribution for the value of Mc = 30 M and ABH
mass distribution with minimum mass Mmin = 5 M , and
maximum mass Mmax = 50 M for a power-law distribution, shown in Fig. 3(a). The value of fP BH/ABH = 1 is

6
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(a)

(b)

kept fixed in this analysis. As we currently do not have any
measurement of the stochastic GW signal from O3 observations, these bounds show the limits even in a scenario when
fP BH/ABH = 1, i.e. 50% of the total detected black holes
are of primordial origin. The bounds on the parameter α
will get weaker if the value of fP BH/ABH < 1. The three
upper panels of each plot show the 1-D posteriors on the
f
GW
parameters α, tef
along with the 2-D joint posd , and R0
teriors between the parameters in the lower panels, which is
obtained using Eq. (12). The plot also shows the 68% and
95% contours on the parameters. Although we do not obtain any constraint on the time-delay parameter from the
non-detection of the stochastic GW background from the
O3-run, there is a cut-off in the power-law index for α > 6.
This happens because, for large values of α, the merger rates
at high redshift are larger, and are constrained by the nondetection of the stochastic GW background. The constraints
on the time-delay parameter are weak because the peak of
the GW mergers shifts to a lower redshift in the presence
of time-delay, and the relative strength at the peak is constrained by the local merger rate, as shown in Fig. 1. For
the log-normal case with the PBH mass distribution having
Mc = 1 M , we show the possible constraints from the O3
observation in Fig. 3(b) which is similar in nature to the
case Mc = 30 M . The constraints on the power-law index α are stronger for the higher values of the local merger
rate, as can be seen from Fig. 3(b). The merger rate parameters for the power-law model of the mass distribution
exhibits similar constraints as for the log-normal distribution (see Fig. 3(c)). Even though for a power-law black hole
mass distribution with a possible mass-cut off at the PISN
mass scale (which is a possible scenario only for the ABHs)
and differs from the log-normal distribution of PBH masses,
the current bounds are not at all susceptible to this difference. From these results, we can conclude that the bounds
which are obtained from the non-detection of the stochastic
GW background signal from the O3 observation are nearly
independent of the mass model used for PBHs. The upper
bound from the third observation run on the power-law index of the PBH merger rate are ∼ 2.56+1.64
−1.76 and the time
delay parameter is ∼ 6.7+4.22
−4.74 Gyr at 68% C.L. The bounds
on the time-delay parameter are driven by the choice of prior
(flat prior [0.01, 13] Gyr) and there is no constraining power
in limiting the value of time-delay from the bound on the
stochastic GW background from O3 data. The bound on
the time-delay parameter from individual events (Fishbach
& Kalogera 2021) is in agreement with our result.

4

(c)
Figure 3. We show the joint estimation of the power-law index
f
of the PBH merger rate α, the time delay parameter tef
d , and
GW
the local merger rate R0
for (a) log-normal distribution with
characteristic mass Mc = 30 M , (b) log-normal distribution
with characteristic mass Mc = 1 M , and (c) power-law distribution with masses in the range [5, 50] M which is only possible
for ABHs. This indicates that the current bounds presented from
O3 on these three parameters are not affected by the choice of
mass-distribution.

FORECAST FOR THE LIGO/VIRGO AND
A+ SENSITIVITY

Although the constraints from the current LIGO/Virgo observations are weak, in the future, the stochastic GW background will become a powerful probe for distinguishing between the populations of ABHs and PBHs. To study the
feasibility of the joint estimation of the ABH and PBH
merger rates from future stochastic GW background data,
we simulate the stochastic GW background signal with the
hybrid model of the merger rate adopting the parameters
f
time-delay tef
= 100 Myr, α = 1.3, and local merger
d
GW
rate R0
= 30 Gpc−3 yr−1 (Abbott et al. 2020b). We asMNRAS 000, 1–10 (2021)
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Figure 4. Forecast: we show the 68th and 95th contours indicating the feasibility of measuring the PBH power-law index α = 1.3, timef
delay parameter tef
= 100 Myr, characteristic mass scale of PBHs Mc = 30 M , and the fraction PBH/ABH fP BH/ABH = 1 from O5
d
sensitivity (in green) and from A+ sensitivity (in magenta). The black solid line indicates the injected value used in the simulations.

sume the relative fraction of sources in ABHs and PBHs are
the same (fP BH/ABH = 1). The mass distribution of the
ABHs is taken to be power-law with minimum mass 5 M ,
and maximum mass 50 M . The mass distribution for the
PBHs is taken to be log-normal with characteristic mass
scale Mc = 30 M and corresponding standard deviation
σ = 0.5. We consider the noise power spectrum of O52 and
A+ 3 for this forecast (Aasi et al. 2015; Acernese et al. 2015;
Abbott et al. 2018a; Barsotti et al. 2020). The LIGO/Virgo
observation at its design sensitivity for the fifth observation
run with 50% duty cycle is denoted by O5. The A+ sensitivity is a future upgrade of the advanced LIGO detectors
almost by a factor of two (Barsotti et al. 2020). We consider
2

https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-P1500222-v29/public
https://dcc.ligo.org/public/0149/T1800042/004/
T1800042-v4.pdf
3

MNRAS 000, 1–10 (2021)

the A+ noise curve integrated for two years with a duty
cycle of 50%.
We consider a four-parameter model, namely the timef
delay parameter tef
d , and the spectral index of the PBH
merger rate α, the characteristic mass scale Mc , and the
fraction of PBH and ABH fP BH/ABH as the free parameters
with posterior given by
ef f
~ Ω̂GW ) ∝L(Ω̂GW |θ)Π(α)Π(t
~
P(θ|
d )Π(Mc )Π(fP BH/ABH ),
(14)
f
where Π(α), Π(tef
d ), Π(Mc ) and Π(fP BH/ABH ) denote the
f
priors on the parameters θ~ ≡ {α, tef
d , Mc , fP BH/ABH }.
For the forecast, we have taken a flat prior on the powerf
law index α from U[0, 10], time-delay parameter tef
from
d
U[0.01, 10] Gyr, characteristic mass from U[1, 50] M , and
fraction of PBHs over ABHs fP BH/ABH from U[0, 3]. The
local merger rate is kept fixed at R0GW = 30 Gpc−3 yr−1 ,
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Parameters

O5

A+

α
f
tef
d
Mc
fP BH/ABH

(0.28, 0.95, 1.96)
(1.88, 5.99, 10.86)
(14.21, 24.37, 38.32)
(0.85, 1.39, 2.04)

(0.26, 0.79, 1.59)
(1.53, 5.34, 10.24)
(18.47, 28.58, 40.27)
(0.90, 1.33, 1.71)

Table 2. We show the values of the (16th , 50th , 84th ) percentile of the forecast studies for O5 and A+ detector sensitivity on the parameters power-law index α, time-delay parameter
f
tef
d , characteristic mass Mc , and the fraction of PBH over ABH
fP BH/ABH . The corresponding plot of joint estimation is shown
in Fig. 4.

assuming that it can be constrained from the individual detected events until the O5 and A+ runs. If there is a population of GW sources that has a merger rate that increases
with redshift, then it can be isolated from the population of
sources which is governed by the Madau-Dickinson law, even
if the choice of fP BH/ABH is kept fixed, for fast estimation
of the parameters.
The joint estimations are shown in Fig. 4 for the O5
sensitivity in green and for the A+ sensitivity in magenta.
The four top panels show the 1-D posteriors on the paramf
eters α, tef
d , Mc , and fP BH/ABH . The joint 2-D posterior
distributions between the parameters are shown in the lower
panels in Fig. 4 which are obtained using Eq. (14). We also
show the 68% and 95% contours on the parameters in Fig.
4. The results show that we can measure the power-law index α = 1.3 of the PBH merger rate from future observations with O5 and A+ sensitivities. The lower values of
the characteristic mass scale Mc of the PBHs can be limited from the stochastic GW background observations for
characteristic mass scale Mc = 30 M . However, the timef
delay parameter tef
> 100 Myr cannot be inferred very
d
well from the stochastic GW observations of O5 and only
a partial improvement is possible from A+. For the fiducial case with a minimum time delay of 100 Myr, from the
stochastic GW background data from A+, we can expect to
weakly limit the values of the time-delay parameter greater
than about 9 Gyr. Any interesting bounds from O5 on the
time delay parameter are unlikely. The parameter related to
the fractional PBH and ABH fP BH/ABH ratio can be constrained using the stochastic GW background data for both
O5 and A+ sensitivities. This indicates that joint estimation
of the hybrid merger rates will provide an interesting avenue
for distinguishing between ABHs and PBHs. We show the
16th , 50th , 84th percentiles of the posterior distribution in
Table 2. Our forecast shows that for non-zero injected values, the parameters α, Mc , and fP BH/ABH can be related to
the PBH fraction by these observation run. The measurement of non-zero values of the parameters fP BH/ABH and α
from future data on the stochastic GW background would
confirm the existence of a population of black holes which
are different from the population of sources that follow the
Madau-Dickinson star formation rate (Madau & Dickinson
2014) in a model-independent way. Individual PBH production scenarios can be tested by using this technique. With
a longer duration of observation√time t, the constraints on
the parameters will improve by t.

5

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we show how one may distinguish between different populations of GW sources using the stochastic GW
background. The merger rate of the ABHs is likely to follow
the star formation rate which can be modeled by the Madau
Dickinson relation (Madau & Dickinson 2014), whereas,
for the PBHs (or equally for population-II/population-III
sources), the merger rate is going to be different at high redshift (Raidal et al. 2017, 2019; Vaskonen & Veermäe 2020;
Atal et al. 2020; De Luca et al. 2020a). The merger rate of
PBHs and their redshift evolution also going to depend on
whether they are spatially clustered or having a Poisson distribution. As a result, different populations of GW sources
present at early epochs can be distinguished by using the
stochastic GW background to explore the high redshift Universe. In the future a joint multi-messenger study of the
stochastic GW background and different probes of star formation rate using an electromagnetic signal will further improve the capability to distinguish between the population
of ABHs and PBHs.
We construct a hybrid model of the GW merger rates
and source populations that is characterized by four parameters, namely the local merger rate of GW sources R0GW ,
the astrophysical time delay between formation and merger
f
for ABHs tef
d , the power-law index of the merger rate for
PBHs α, and the characteristic mass scale Mc of PBHs. We
f
obtain constraints on R0GW , α, tef
from the stochastic GW
d
background data of third observing run of the LIGO/Virgo
collaboration O3 (Abbott et al. 2021) and the bounds on
the local merger rate from individual events of the O3a (Abbott et al. 2020a,b) for three different mass choices (see Fig.
3). Current data can only rule out very large values of the
parameter α and can impose no constraints on the timedelay parameter. However, in the near future from O5 and
A+ sensitivities, the stochastic GW background should be
a powerful probe that is capable of distinguishing between
different populations of the GW sources. We show a forecast in Fig. 4, which indicates that bounds on the parameter
α = 1.28, and weak constraints on the time-delay parameter
f
tef
= 100 Myr, characteristic mass scale of PBHs Mc = 30
d
M , and the fraction of PBH/ABH fP BH/ABH = 1 should
be feasible with O5 (Abbott et al. 2016a) and A+ (Abbott
et al. 2018a; Barsotti et al. 2020) sensitivities. Due to the
correlations between the parameters, our study does not give
a very large gain in constraining these parameters. But interesting conclusions on whether there exists a population
of black holes with merger rate (1 + z)α and the possible
mass-scale of these sources should be achievable from A+,
if not feasible from the O5 sensitivity. By using the posteriors on the PBH population parameters such as α, Mc
and fP BH/ABH , one can explore different models of PBH
formation scenarios and can constrain the parameter space
of those models (Zel’dovich & Novikov 1967; Hawking 1971;
Carr 1975; Khlopov & Polnarev 1980; Khlopov et al. 1985;
Carr 2005; Clesse & Garcı́a-Bellido 2017; Ali-Haı̈moud et al.
2017; Raidal et al. 2017, 2019; Sasaki et al. 2018; Jenkins &
Sakellariadou 2020; Atal et al. 2020).
In future work, we will explore the measurability of the
stochastic GW signal from space-based GW detectors such
as Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA) (AmaroSeoane et al. 2017) and the next generation ground-based deMNRAS 000, 1–10 (2021)
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tectors such as the Einstein Telescope (Punturo et al. 2010),
and the Cosmic Explorer (Reitze et al. 2019). For future GW
detectors, we will be able to identify individual sources up to
higher redshift (z ∼ 50) than the detector horizon of current
generation networks of detectors (z ∼ 1). As a result, sources
that are present only at a very high redshift (z & 50) will
contribute to the stochastic GW background signal for the
next generation GW detectors. We should be able to unveil
the population of high redshift GW sources. It should also
be possible to explore the possible time dependence of the
stochastic GW background (Mukherjee & Silk 2019, 2020).
This could provide an independent means of distinguishing
between different kinds of contributing sources.
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